The ability to efficiently query genomic variation data from thousands of samples is critical to achieve 7 the full potential of many medical and scientific applications such as personalized medicine. We present 8 VariantStore, a system for efficiently indexing and searching millions of genomic variants across thou-9 sands of samples. We show the scalability of VariantStore by indexing genomic variants from the TCGA-10 BRCA project containing 8640 samples and 5M variants in ≈ 4 Hrs and the 1000 genomes project con-11 taining 2500 samples and 924M variants in ≈ 3 Hrs. Querying for variants in a gene takes between 2 12 milliseconds to 3 seconds using memory only ≈ 10% of the size of the full representation. As a baseline,
nodes in these chunks. During construction, an active chunk is always maintained in memory in which new nodes are added, and once it reaches its capacity we compress and serialize it to disk and create a new active 80 chunk. The nodes in and across chunks are ordered based on the reference coordinate since they are created 81 based on variants in the VCF file which are themselves ordered by the reference coordinate. During a query, 82 we only load the chunks in memory that contain the nodes corresponding to the query range. 83 To efficiently scale to thousands of coordinate systems (or samples), we maintain the position index only 84 on the reference coordinate. The position index maps positions in the reference sequence where there is a 85 variant to nodes corresponding to those variants in the variation graph. To lookup a position using a sample's 86 coordinate system, we first lookup the node corresponding to the position in the reference coordinate. We 87 then traverse the sample path from the node in the graph to determine the appropriate node in the sample 88 coordinate. A node with a given position in a sample coordinate is often close to the node in the reference 89 coordinate with the same position. 90 
Results

91
Our evaluation of VariantStore is based on four parameters: construction time, query throughput, disk space, 92 and peak memory usage. 93 To calibrate our performance numbers, we compare the construction performance and disk space of Vari-94 antStore against the variation graph representation in VG toolkit [22] . VG toolkit provides a succinct rep-95 resentation of the variation graph and enables mapping reads to variation graph at the scale of the human 96 genome. VG toolkit is not designed for answering variant queries and therefore is not optimized for it. 97 Data. We use 1000 Genomes Phase 3 data [23] and three of the biggest projects from TCGA in terms of the and X and Y. Each of these indexes were constructed in parallel as a separate process. We report the time 125 taken for construction as the time taken by the process that finishes last. For disk space, we report the total 126 space taken by all 24 indexes. For peak memory usage, we report the highest individual and aggregate peak 127 RAM usage for all processes.
128
The performance of VariantStore and VG toolkit for constructing the index on the 1000 Genomes and TCGA 129 data is shown in which is one of the smaller ones. We evaluate query time on chromosome indexes from 1000 Genomes and 137 TCGA LUAD data.
138
To perform queries, we specify a pair of positions in the reference or a sample coordinate system depending 139 on the query type and optionally a sample name. Query parameters, such as the length of the queried region 140 and density of variants in that region, affect the query timing. Therefore, we performed three sets of query 141 benchmarks containing 10, 100, and 1000 queries and report the aggregate time. For each query in the set, locate the closest variant.
167
The effect of query range on peak memory usage. We performed another query benchmark to evaluate 168 the effect of size of the position range on the peak memory usage and time. For this benchmark, we chose the 169 "Sample sequence in reference coordinate" query (query #2) because this query involves traversing the full 170 sample path between two positions. We performed sets of 100 queries with increasing size of the position 171 range and record the total time and peak RAM usage. For each query in the set, we uniformly randomly 172 pick the start position across the full chromosome length.
173
Effect of the query range size on peak memory usage and time is shown in Figure 3 . The memory usage 174 remains constant regardless of the query length. This is because during a query we access node chunks in 175 sequential order and regardless of the query length only load at most two node chunks in RAM at a time.
176
This keeps the memory usage essentially constant. increases as the number of variants in the queried region increases. This is because when the number of 185 variants is in a region is small the graph is sparser and faster to traverse and report all variants. Benchmarks for TCGA data were performed on a cluster machine running AMD Opteron Processor 6220 192 We attribute the scalability and efficient index construction and query performance of VariantStore to the G, T, N}. Each n i ∈ N represents a sequence seq(n i ). Edges in the graph connect nodes that are followed 214 on a path. Each sample in the VCF file follows a path through the variation graph. The embedded sequence traversed in only one direction. Although, not applicable to VariantStore, an edge can also be traversed in the reverse direction when the variation graph is used for read alignment [19] [20] [21] .
Discussion
218
Each path p = n s n 1 . . . n p n d in the graph is an embedded sequence defined as a sequence of nodes between 219 a source node n s and a destination node n d . Nodes on a path are assigned positions based on the coordinate 220 systems of sequences they represent [26] . The position of a node on a path is the sum of the lengths of the 221 sequences represented by nodes traversed to get to the node on the path. For a path p = n 1 . . . n p , position node to be split into three parts ( Figure 5 ). An insertion can cause the reference node to be split into two 231 parts ( Figure 5 ).
232
Representing multiple coordinate systems in a variation graph 233 Representing multiple coordinates systems in a variation graph poses challenges that are not present in linear 234 reference genomes. First, a node can appear on multiple paths at a different position on each path. Second,
235
given that a variation graph can contain thousands of paths and coordinate systems it would be non-trivial 236 to maintain a position index to quickly get to a node corresponding to a path and position.
237
Much work has been done in coming up with efficient approaches to handle multiple coordinate sys- We describe how we represent a variation graph in VariantStore and maintain multiple coordinate systems 248 efficiently. We then describe how we build a position index using succinct data structures.
249
The variation graph representation is divided into three components: high sparsity (the number of edges is close to the number of nodes). For example, the ratio of the number 255 of edges to nodes in the variation graph on 1000 Genomes data [23] is close to 1. Given the sparsity of the 256 graph, we store the topology of the variation graph in a representation optimized for sparse graphs.
257
Our graph representation uses the counting quotient filter (CQF) [28] as the underlying container for storing 258 nodes and their outgoing neighbors. The CQF is a compact representation of a multiset S. Thus a CQF 259 supports inserts and queries. A query for an item x returns the number of instances of x in S. The CQF 260 uses a variable-length encoding scheme to count the multiplicity of items. In our graph representation, we 261 encode the node as the item and id of the outgoing neighbor as the count of the item in the CQF.
262
For nodes with a single outgoing neighbor, we store the node and its neighbor together (without an indirec-263 tion) so we can access them quickly. For nodes with more than one outgoing neighbor we store outgoing 264 neighbors in separates lists. In the variation graph, most nodes have a single outgoing neighbor and using 265 this compact and optimized representation we achieve cache efficient and fast traversal of the graph. 266 We use the version of the counting quotient filter with no false-positives to map a node to its outgoing 267 edge(s). We store the node id as the key in the CQF and if there is only one outgoing edge we encode the 268 outgoing neighbor id as the count of the key. If there are more than one outgoing edges we use indirection. 269 We maintain a list of vectors where each vector contains a list of outgoing neighbor identifiers corresponding 270 to a node. We store the node id as the key and the offset in the list of vectors (or index of the vector containing 271 the list of outgoing neighbor ids) as the count of the key. integer vector from SDSL library [27, 29] . The integer vector initially only contains the reference sequence.
275
Sequences from incoming variants are appended to the integer vector. Once all variants are inserted the 276 integer vector is bit compressed before being written to disk.
277
List of variation graph nodes. Each node in the variation graph contains an offset and length. The offset 278 points to the start of the sequence in the sequence buffer and length is the number of nucleotides in the 279 sequence starting from the offset. This uniquely identifies a node sequence in the sequence buffer.
280
At each node we also store a list of sample identifiers that have the variant, position of the node on all those 281 sample paths, and phasing information from the VCF file corresponding to each sample.
282
Our representation of the list of samples is based on two observations. First, multiple samples share a variant 283 and storing a list of sample identifiers for each variant is space inefficient. Instead, we store a bit vector of 284 length equal to the number of samples and set bits corresponding to the present samples in the bit vector.
285
Second, multiple variants share the same set of samples. We define an equivalence relation ∼ over the set 286 of variants. Let E(v) denote the function that maps each variant to the set of samples that have the variant.
287
We say that two variants are equivalent (i.e., v 1 ∼ v 2 ) if and only if E(v 1 ) = E(v 2 ). We refer to the set of the space required to store the variation graph representation in VariantStore is O(N P ). When P = 1 (i.e., 304 no two samples share a variant) the space required by the variation graph representation becomes O(N ).
305
Position index
In order to answer variant queries we need an index to quickly locate nodes in the graph 306 corresponding to input positions. These position can be specified in multiple coordinate systems, i.e., in the 307 coordinate system of the reference or a sample.
308
One way to index the variation graph, is to store an ordered mapping from position → node identifier. We can 309 perform a binary search in the map to find the position closest to the queried position and the corresponding 310 node id in the graph. However, given that there are multiple coordinate systems in the variation graph we can 311 not create a single mapping with a global ordering. Keeping a separate position index for each coordinate 312 system will require space equal to the explicit-path representation.
313
In VariantStore, we maintain a mapping of positions to node identifiers only for the reference coordinate 314 system. All nodes on the reference sequence path are present in the mapping. If the queried position is in 315 the reference coordinate system we use the mapping to locate the node in the graph. However, if the queried 316 position is in a sample's coordinate system, we first locate the node in the graph corresponding to the same 317 position in the reference coordinate system. Then we perform a local search by traversing the sample path 318 from that node to determine the node corresponding to the position in sample's coordinate system. The local 319 graph search incurs a small one-time cost because sample nodes are rarely far from a reference node and is 320 amortized against future searches in the sample's coordinate system.
We create the position index using a bit vector called the position-bv of length equal to the reference se-322 quence length and a list of node identifiers on the reference path in the increasing order by their reference 323 sequence positions. For every node in the list we set the bit corresponding to the node's position in the 324 position-bv. There is a one-to-one correspondence between every set bit in the position-bv and node posi-325 tions in the list. We store the position-bv using a bit vector and node list as an integer vector from the SDSL 326 library [27, 29] .
327
Variation graph construction 328 We construct the variation graph by inserting variants from a VCF file. Each variant has a position in the 329 reference genome, alternative sequence (except in case of a deletion), and a list of samples with phasing 330 information for each sample.
331
Based on the position of the variant we split an existing reference node that contains the sequence at that 332 position in the graph. We update the split nodes on the reference path with new sequence buffer offsets, 333 lengths, and node positions (based on the reference coordinate system). We then append the alternative 334 sequence to the sequence buffer and create an alternative node with the offset and length of the alternative 335 sequence. We then add the list of tuples (position, phasing info) for each sample. 336 We also need to determine the position of the alternative node on the path of each sample that contains the 337 variant. One way to determine the position of the node for each sample would be to backtrack in the graph 338 to determine a previous node that contains a sample variant and the absolute position of that node in the Instead, we construct the variation graph in two phases to avoid the backtracking process. In the first phase, 345 while adding variants we do not update the position of nodes on sample paths. We only maintain the position 346 of nodes on the reference path because that does not require backtracking. In the second phase, we perform 347 a breadth-first traversal of the variation graph starting from the source node and update the position of nodes Position index construction Figure 6a shows a sample 367 query in the position index.
368
Based on how reference nodes are split while adding variants the sequence starting at pos will either be 369 contained in the node n p or the next node after n p on the reference path. All queries are then answered by 370 traversing the graph either by following a specific path (reference or a sample) or a breadth-first traversal 371 and filtering nodes based on query options.
372
If the queried position is based on the reference coordinate system then we can directly use n p as the start 373 node for graph traversal. However, if the position is based on a sample coordinate then we perform a local 374 search in the graph starting from n p to determine the start node based on the sample coordinate.
375
Memory-efficient construction and query 376 In the variation graph representation, the biggest component in terms of space is the list of variation graph 377 nodes stored as Google protobuf objects. These node objects contain the sequence information and the list 378 of sample positions and phasing information. For 1000 Genomes data, the space required for variation graph 379 nodes is ≈ 87% to 92% of the total space in VariantStore. However, keeping the full list of node objects in 380 memory during construction or query is not necessary and would make these processes memory inefficient.
381
To perform memory efficient construction and query, we store and serialize these nodes in small chunks 382 usually containing ≈ 200K nodes (the number of nodes in a chunk varies based on the data to keep the 383 size to a few MBs). Nodes in and across these chunks are kept in their creation order (which is roughly the 384 breadth-first traversal order). Therefore, during a breadth-first traversal of the graph we only need to load 385 these chunk in sequential order.
386
During construction, we only keep two chunks in memory, the current active chunk and the previous one.
387
All chunks before the previous chunk are written to disk. In the second phase of the construction when we 388 update sample positions and during the position index creation we perform a breadth-first traversal on the 389 graph and load chunks in sequential order.
390
Variant queries involve traversing a path in the graph between a start and an end position or exploring the graph locally around a start position. All these queries require bounded exploration of the graph for which 392 we only need to look into one or a few chunks.
393
To perform queries with a constant memory we only load the position index and variation graph topology 394 in memory and keep the node chunks on disk. We use the index and the graph topology to determine the set 395 of nodes to look at to answer the query. We then load appropriate chunks from disk which contain the start 396 and end nodes in the query range. For queries involving local exploration of the graph we load the chunk 397 containing the start node. During the exploration, we load new chunks lazily as needed. At any time during 398 the query, we only maintain two contiguous chunks in memory. Figure 5 : A variation graph with three input samples (HG00096, HG00101, HG00103) showing the encoding of substitutions, insertions, and deletions as stated in Table 2 . Fig. (a) shows the substitution, (b) shows the deletion, and (c) shows the insertion. Edges are colored (or multi-colored) to show the path taken by reference and samples through the graph. (Ref: red, HG00096: green, HG00101: blue, HG00103: brown). Samples with no variant at a node follow the reference path, e.g., sample HG00096 will follow the reference path between nodes 0 → 1 and 4 → 5. Each node contains node id, the length of the sequence it represents, and a list of samples and their positions. In implementation, phasing information using three bits for each sample in each node.
